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Big Ten Countdown    
Token 
 
BigTen Countdown Token, is a token 
that simply aims to bring together Hip-
Hop and R&B together with 
Cryptocurrency. Influencing a 
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generation to learn about digital wealth. 
By buying BTCD you are empowering 
and bringing people together through 
music and helping revolutionize the way 
people think of music and crypto. 
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ROADMAP  
 
Stage 1  
 
•BigTen Coundown Radio 
Development  
•BigTen Countdown Radio Launch 
•Website 
•Token Fair Launch 
•White Paper 
•1000+ Holders 
•2000 Telegram Members 
•Coingecko Listing 
•Coinmarketcap Listing 
•Contract Audit 
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Stage 2  
 
•6000 Holders 
•10000 Telegram members 
•TikTok and Twitter Awareness 
•Random Acts of Kindness Event 
 
Stage 3  
 
•40000 Holders 
•Listing on small exchanges 
•Prepare for major exchange 
listings 
•Random Acts of Kindness Event 

 
 
Stage 4  
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•80.000 Holders 
•Press Interviews (TV, Radio) 
•Out of home media placements 
•Listen to Earn Launch 
•Random Acts of Kindness Event 
 

 
 
Stage 5  
 
•200.000 Holders 
•New Partnerships 
•Random Acts of Kindness Events 
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BUY BIGTEN and 
JOIN THE 
COMMNITY. 
 
BTCD is currently available on 
Pancake Swap and can be 
purchased using our contract 
address: 
 
0x3B4a1D5799d936eee691C6C61B
21955a40344563 
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You can buy to BTCD on 
Pancake Swap safely with your 
MetaMask wallet browser. 

 
0x3B4a1D5799d936eee691
C6C61B21955a40344563 
 
1.MetaMaskRegister an BSC account 
on MetaMask.  
 
2.Go to Pancake Swap and add our 
token contract address above.  
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3.Connect a MetaMask wallet to 
Pancake Swap.  
 
4.Transfer BNB to your MetaMask 
Buy BNB or transfer to your 
MetaMask or Coinbase Wallet  
 
5.Slippage Tolerance Make sure you 
set the Slippage tolerance between 
5% and 15%.  
 
6.Copy and then Paste this contract 
code into Pancake Swap 
0x3B4a1D5799d936eee691
C6C61B21955a40344563 
 
7.Swap your BNB for BTCD and hold 
it in your wallet for automatic 
reflections. 
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DISCLAIMER: 
 
 
THIS IS NOT FINIACIAL ADVICE: this Whitepaper does not constitute any investment 
advice, financial advice, trading advice or recommendation by BigTEN TOKEN, its affiliates, or 
its respective officers, directors, managers, agents, advisors, or consultants on the merits of 
purchasing tokens nor should it be relied upon in connection with any other contract or 
purchasing decision. Nothing on the platforms of reddit, discord, telegram, twitter, this white 
paper or website is, or should be relied on as, a promise or representation in the future. BIGTEN 
TOKEN any party associates makes no representation regarding the likelihood or probability that 
any actual or proposed account allocation will in fact achieve a particular investment outcome or 
goal. Please realize that cryptocurrencies have the value that individuals associate with it. Be 
wise in investing money into any digital currency. Prices fluctuate, and tokens can be lost easily 
due to digital mishaps and other technical forms of theft even though security above all else is 
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our top priority incidents may occur. BIGTEN TOKEN , its affiliates, or its respective officers, 
directors, managers, agents, advisors and consultants are not liable for any choices users make 
with BIGTEN TOKEN is not a company or business. This is an open source community token.  
 
NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES have been made to the recipient of this 
Whitepaper or its advisors as to the accuracy or completeness of the information, statements, 
opinions or matters (express or implied) arising out of, contained in, or derived from this 
whitepaper or any omission from this document or of any other written or oral information or 
opinions provided now or in the future to any interested party or their advisors.  

 


